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“Let’s eat Grandma!” 

“Let’s eat,Grandma!” 

 

 
 

 

PUNCTUATION SAVES LIVES. 



Using Punctuation well 
 
When you write, it is punctuation that helps you to make the meaning clear. 
Reading your work aloud, to see how your voice pauses of falls, will help you to 

find points where punctuation is needed.  

 

Full Stop.place a full stop at the end of a sentence  
The door was closed.  
Comma ,Use a comma to indicate a natural pause in direct 
speech and to separate three or more items in a list.  
I bought a CD, several books, a pen and a watch.  
“Yes, the game will be played today.”  
Semi-Colon;Use a semi-colon to connect independent 
clauses in a compound sentence  
She came hurtling round the corner; the accident wasn’t a 
surprise.  
Colon: Place a colon before a list of items and preceding an 
explanation or example.  
I like the following colours: purple, pink and yellow.  
Inverted commas“” Use inverted commas to enclose direct 
speech.  
“We’ve made a mistake,” she exclaimed. “We must go back.”  
Apostrophes ‘Use apostrophes to show where letters have 
been omitted or to indicate possession.  
I’ll (I shall) try to get finished.  
Men’s clothes are on sale today.  
(For more guidance see the guide to apostrophes overleaf)  



Using Apostrophes 
Apostrophes have two uses:  
 

1. Apostrophes show you that some letters have been taken out of 
a word to shorten it. Do not becomes don't. I will becomes I'll. 
Could have becomes could've. The apostrophe goes where the 
letters have been removed. You use apostrophes this way in 
informal writing. You should not shorten words when you are 
writing more formally – such as in essays NOTE - sometimes 
words are shortened in an irregular way. The apostrophe, 
however, is still used to show where letters are missing. For 
example: will not becomes won't.  

 
2. Apostrophes show you that something belongs to something 
else. To show belonging you add ’s The cat's tail - says that the tail 
belongs to the cat. The car's lights - says that the lights belong to 
the car. Tony's hair - says that the hair belongs to Tony. Usually the 
apostrophe goes before the s. If the owner already ends in s then 
the apostrophe goes after the s that is already there. You just need 
to add an apostrophe. For example: The dogs' bowls - says that the 
bowls belong to some dogs. The boys' coats - says that the coats 
belong to some boys. The cars' wheels - says that the wheels 
belong to some cars. Watch out for plurals that don't end in s. 
Words like men and children don't end in s, but they are talking 
about lots of people. These words use 's to show possession. For 
example: The men's hats - says that the hats belong to the men. 
The women's house - says that the house belongs to the women.  
 
It, when showing possession does not have an apostrophe. For 
example: – Its leg was huge.  



Using sentences well 
 

Sentences should begin with a capital letter and end with a full 
stop  
A sentence must make complete sense on its own.  
You can influence the response of your readers by using a variety 
of sentence structures.  
The simple sentence has: one main idea, one subject and one verb  
The dog barked.  
You can modify a simple sentenced by adding adjectives and 
adverbs for extra information.  
The big black dog barked loudly.  
The Compound Sentence has: Two or more main ideas joined by 
connectives  
David likes music and Susan likes shopping.  
The Complex Sentence has: One main idea and one or more 
additional ideas with connectives used to link ideas.  
Sweets are very nice although they are bad for your teeth.  
Although they are bad for your teeth, sweets are very nice.  
Sweets, although bad for your teeth, are very nice.  
Using subordinate clauses will improve your sentences and 
impress your reader  
Subordinate clauses are used to add a range of ideas to sentences  
Common subordinators are used to show time, place, reason, 
concession, condition, contrast and description.  
Although the weather was terrible and she had forgotten her 
umbrella, Susan still went for a wonderful walk.  
 

  



Most Commonly Misspelt Words  
 
1. accidentally  

2. accessible  

3. achievement  

4. anything  

5. a lot  

6. argument  

7. article  

8. beginning  

9. believe  

10. calendar  

11. category  

12. changeable  

13. colour  

14. defendant  

15. definite  

16. different  

17. disappoint  

18. disgusting  

19. embarrass  

20. environment  

21. eerie  

22. existence  

23. favourite  

24. fiery  

25. grateful  

26. harass  

27. humorous  

28. immediately  

29. incidentally  

30. independent  

31. Indispensable  

32. interesting  

33. jewellery  

34. judgment  

35. mischief  

36. misspell  

37. ninety  
 
 

 

 

 

 

38. noticeable  

39. occasion  

40. occurrence  

41. permissible  

42. prevalent  

43. privilege  

44. prominent  

45. pursue  

46. questionnaire  

47. relevant  

48. repetition  

49. rhythm  

50. scary  

51. separate  

52. sentence  

53. shining  

54. siege  

55. special  

56. speech  

57. supposes  

58. suppress  

59. susceptible  

60. tomorrow  

61. transferring  

62. tried  

63. truly  

64. twelfth  

65. unforgettable  

66. vacuum  

67. vigilant  

68. visible  

69. volume  

70. weird  

71. wherever  

72. Written  

 

 



The A to Z of the correct use of homophones  
affect - effect  
affect - verb -> to change or influence something or someone She wanted to affect the 
students in a way they'd never forget.  
effect - noun -> the result of a change or influence->- The effect of the performance was 
stunning.  

allowed - aloud  
allowed - past tense of the verb 'to allow' -> to permit-> His mother allowed him to stay 
up late on Saturday.  
aloud - adverb -> using the voice, not silently-> She read the story aloud.  

bear - bare  
bear - verb -> to stand something -> He can't bear exams.  
bare - adjective -> naked -> He stood outside in the rain completely bare.  

board - bored  
board - noun -> a plan of wood -> I used a board to cover the window.  
bored - adjective -> not interested -> He was bored by the meeting.  

break - brake  
break - verb -> to damage something -> Unfortunately, I often break my toys!  
brake - noun -> stopping device on a vehicle -> He used the brake to stop quickly.  

buy - by- bye  
buy - verb -> to purchase -> Do they often buy clothes in that shop?  
by - preposition -> often used to express the agent in a passive sentence -> The song was 
written by Hammersmith.  
bye - noun -> farewell -> Bye! I'll see you tomorrow.  

coarse - course  
coarse - adjective -> rough, not smooth -> The fabric is rather coarse.  
course - noun -> a class in which a subject is studied -> The English course will begin next 
week.  

fair - fare  
fair - adjective -> light skinned, of light complexion -> She is fair with long blond hair.  
fare - noun -> cost of ticket (generally travel) -> I paid fifteen dollars for the fare.  

flour - flower  
flour - noun -> powdered grain used for cooking -> I want to make some cookies. Could 
you pick up a bag of flour at the supermarket?  
flower - noun -> beautiful blooming part of a plant -> That flower is beautiful!  



for - four  
for – preposition -> I bought these for you.  
four - number -> 4 -> She wants to bring four friends with her to the party.  

foreword - forward  
foreword - noun -> introduction to a book -> Timothy Leary wrote the foreword to Ken's 
book.  
forward - adjective -> advancing -> We moved forward in the line.  

groan - grown  
groan - noun -> low sound expressing displeasure Students often groan when I announce 
a test.  
grown - verb -> past participle of the verb 'to grow' -> My daughter has grown quite a bit 
this year.  

heal - heel  
heal - verb -> to cure a disease -> Doctors heal thousands of patients a year.  
heel - noun -> the back part of the foot or shoe -> I hurt my heel playing tennis.  

hear - here  
hear - verb -> to listen -> Did you hear what he said?  
here - adverb -> at this place -> Your book is here?  

hole - whole  
hole - noun -> round opening -> There is a hole in the wall we need to repair.  
whole - adjective -> entire -> He ate the whole pie!  

hour - our  
hour - noun -> sixty minutes -> It took one hour to finish the exercise.  
our - possessive adjective -> belonging to us -> That's our house.  

knot - not  
knot - noun -> fastening in a cord -> He tied a knot to secure the rope.  
not - adverb -> in no way -> It's not her fault.  

know - no  
know - verb -> to have knowledge -> They didn't know where she had studied.  
no - expresses refusal -> No! I don't want to come!  

meat - meet  
meat - noun -> animal flesh -> I really don't like horse meat.  
meet - verb -> to see someone, to be introduced -> Let's meet next week.  

none - nun  
none - pronoun -> not one -> None of the students came to the party.  
nun - noun -> woman of God (Catholic) -> The nun helped the children understand the 
song.  



one - won  
one - number -> 1 -> Only one man came to the presentation.  
won - verb -> past tense of the verb 'to win' -> I won a prize at the competition.  

Our – Are  
our – pronoun -> It was our car  
are – preposition -> There are many shops in Birmingham  

pail - pale  
pail - noun -> bucket -> Use that pail to hold the water.  
pale - adjective -> light coloured -> She looks rather pale.  

Past - passed  
Past – noun -> She was stuck in the past.  
Passed – verb – She had passed her exam.  

piece - peace  
piece - noun -> part of something -> I had a piece of pie for dessert.  
peace - noun -> the state of no war ->We all hope to live in peace.  

practice - practise  
practice - noun -> a period of training generally for sport or music -> I went to practice 
after school was finished.  
practise - verb -> to train for music -> practise the piano for two hours every day.  

read - red  
read - verb -> past tense of the verb 'to read' -> I read Rabbit At Rest last week.  
red – adjective > colour -> My favorite colour is red.  

right - write  
right - adjective -> correct -> That answer is right!  
write - verb -> to put something down on paper -> I prefer to write my letters in pen.  

road - rode  
road - noun -> street -> I took the country road instead of taking the freeway.  
rode - verb -> past tense of the verb 'ride' -> He rode a horse last weekend.  

rose - rows  
rose - noun -> flower -> I gave my girlfriend a red rose for her birthday.  
rows - noun plural -> horizontal line of something -> There are fifteen rows in the 
theatre.  

sail - sale  
sail - verb -> to go by sailboat -> They often sail at weekends.  
sale - noun -> selling at reduced prices -> Let's go to the sale at the supermarket this 
afternoon.  



scene - seen  
scene - noun -> visual location -> The scene was set in the south of France.  
seen - verb -> past participle of the verb 'to see' -> I haven't seen him in years!  

sea - see  
sea - noun -> large body of water -> We took a ferry across the sea.  
see - verb -> to visualise -> Can you see him over there?  

sew - so  
sew - verb -> to use needle and thread -> Most people don't sew their own clothes.  
so -> to a great extent, very -> The test was so difficult I almost failed.  

son - sun  
son - noun -> male child -> Our son goes to Harvard!  
sun - noun -> the star that lights our solar system -> The sun shone bright yesterday.  

stair - stare  
stair - noun -> step -> Be careful of that stair - it's broken.  
stare - verb -> to look at steadily -> Don't stare at that woman! It's rude.  

steal - steel  
steal - verb -> to take unlawfully -> I think there should be no punishment for people who 
steal food to survive.  
steel - noun -> metal -> Most cars have some steel in their body.  

their - there – they’re  
their - possessive adjective -> belonging to them -> That's their house on the corner.  
there > at or in that place -> Please sit over there.  
They’re > a contraction for they are -> They’re coming tonight  

threw - through  
threw - verb -> past tense of the verb 'to throw' -> He threw the ball to his father.  
through - preposition -> passing from one place to another -> He went through the 
tunnel.  

to - too - two  
to - preposition -> towards (among many uses) -> I went to him and offered my  
congratulations.  
too - adverb -> also -> Tom visited New York, too.  
two - number -> 2 She bought two magazines and some candy.  

wait - weight  
wait - verb -> to remain ready for someone or something -> Can you wait just a moment?  
weight - noun -> an amount of heaviness -> I wish my weight were lower.  



war - wore  
war - noun -> armed conflict -> The war in Iraq is damaging relations with the rest of the 
world.  
wore - verb -> past tense of the verb 'to wear' -> He wore a beautiful suit to the 
interview.  

wear - where – we’re  
wear - verb -> to attire -> Models generally wear jeans and not the expensive clothes 
they show on the walkway.  
where > question word ->- Where does he come from?  
we’re > contraction of we are -> We’re coming tonight  

weak - week  
weak - adjective -> opposite of strong-> My left arm is very weak. I need to do some 
exercises.  
week - noun -> seven days-> My work week is very long and hard.  

weather - whether  
weather - noun -> the meteorological conditions -> The weather has been quite beautiful 
this week.  
whether - conjunction -> whether ... or - indicates an alternative I don't whether he will 
come or not.  

which - witch  
which - question word -> indicating choice among many -> Which vacation should we 
choose?  
witch - noun -> magic woman -> Sarah was burned as a witch during the Witch Trials  

wood - would  
wood - noun -> material coming from trees -> The desk is made out of wood.  
would - verb -> conditional auxiliary -> I would like to visit you soon.  

Your – you’re  
Your > possessive adjective -> Your hair looks lovely  
You’re > contraction of you are -> You’re a great singer.  



Word classes 
 
Nouns - naming words  
Nouns give a name to a person, place, animal, idea or object  
Susan, Bromsgrove, kangaroo, table, happiness  
Proper nouns  
A noun used as a name for unique individuals, events, or places.  
Note - Susan and Bromsgrove start with a capital letter because 
they are proper nouns.  
The dog made Susan Laugh.  
Verbs – doing words  
To jump, to shout, to experiment, to discuss  
He jumped with joy when he got his amazing exam results.  
Adjectives – describing words  
Beautiful, clever, cruel  
She was a beautiful woman.  
Adverbs – words to describe verbs  
Softly, quickly, kindly  
He spoke very softly when he gave her the news.  
Pronouns – replace nouns  
I, he, she, it  
You, your, mine, our, their, we, us  
Susan was so happy that she was going to the concert with us.  
Connectives– linking words in a sentence  
And, but, moreover, so, because  
I like going to Spain because the weather is lovely.  
Prepositions – words used with a noun to show place, position or 
time  
In, with, through, to, at  
He went in the house at 2 o clock.  



Some useful connectives  
 
For adding information  
and also as well as  
moreover too furthermore  
 
For sequencing ideas or events  
firstly secondly thirdly  
finally eventually then  
next meanwhile afterwards  
whilst since  
 
To compare  
equally likewise similarly  
as with like in the same way  
 
To contrast  
whereas instead of alternatively  
otherwise unlike but  
on the other hand  
 
To show cause and effect  
because so therefore  
thus consequently  
 
To explain further an idea  
although however unless  
except apart from yet  
if as long as  
 
To emphasise  
above all in particular especially  
significantly indeed notably  
 
To give examples  
for example such as for instance  
in the case of as revealed by



A Blooming Circle  

Can you…?  
Know  
draw list define recall identify select describe  
 
Comprehend  
distinguish explain translate illustrate summarise 
consider give examples  
 
Apply  
relate calculate demonstrate solve select modify 
transfer  
 
Analyse  
reason infer imply associate explore support 
break down  
 
Evaluate  
justify judge compare contrast choose conclude 
weigh up  
 
Synthesise  
combine create speculate design invent construct 

imagine 


